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Vision & Opportunity :
●The Construction Machinery Account is all about machinery, not just any machinery, but the 
large and sometimes massive kind of machinery seen on construction sites, roadways and 
development projects, and even some far off places most people will never see. Like many 
things the right tool, or machinery in this case for the job makes all the difference in getting 
the work done. Usual material logistics is on such a fantastic scale, that the speed, precision, 
safety and convenience of machinery makes a lot of things possible. Great variety exists also 
in the size or capacity and in many cases certain features are necessary to get the task 
completed in a way that keeps everyone happy.

Is all this expensive? You bet, machinery, logistics, manpower, truck and trailer logistics,  
maintenance, supervisors and all kinds of people working together as a team to make sure 
project management is a success.  The rewards are definitely worth it and we would like to  
make this account and portfolio not only rewarding but to create a lot of opportunity, capacity,  
productivity and prosperity for those directly and indirectly involved, the big picture.

Explore & Discover :
Machinery finance, acquisition and sales or deployment, revenue stream generation by the 
truck loads and opportunities to add a lot of value with invested personal and machine time in 
a construction and development or building project are types of financial terrain that we need 
to navigate.  In Canada, we have the benefit of a very advanced machinery industry now, we 
don't need to invent too much of anything new, but even large established companies 
continue to innovate, conduct R & D, build new machines, expand markets and make things 
better.  There are deals for new and used machinery and almost limitless work to be 
accomplished in the process. The machinery, logistics, operator and contract all work 
together as a means to an end in getting the job done, with this portfolio it is possible to be  
involved in not only all of these but the major projects that require machinery work.

Options in title, ownership and control provisions, plus time share possibilities, that include 
trade and exchange to ensure you get work done in your area regardless of where the 
machinery is located is also part of the deal. This takes some co-ordination but it is doable 
and is possible to save money that would otherwise be incurred with logistics and time away 
from the home base, so the built in saving of time, fuel and total expense is minimized.

Contribution options can generate revenues or profit sharing either hourly, contract or even 
fixed rates of return with additional compensation or conversion.  Acquisition and deployment,  
lease and lease to buy provisions, buy and sell or other business and financial transactions 
are possible. There are people that require machinery, machinery that requires people and 
work to be done that requires both. We make a constructive difference building solutions, 
managing projects, sharing opportunity, wealth and the pre-eminent satisfaction and pleasure 
from building something with pride, quality, exciting design elements, high performance 
engineering, using Canadian materials and products, built  by people that really care, people  
with ethics and virtue, not compromise, cutting corners, quality or quantity. Standing on guard 
for Canada, nation building or building something to last is all included right out of the vault.
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